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HII	  regions	  trace	  ionized	  gas,	  
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Metallicity	  gradients	  provide	  vital	  
constraints	  on	  galacLc	  chemical	  

evoluLon	  models	  
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Figure 4. Influence of free parameters on the model predictions. At the left-side, from top to bottom it shows the Hi surface density,
total gas surface density, surface brightness in FUV!band, and oxygen abundance radial profiles. At the right-side, from top to bottom
it shows H2 surface density, SFR surface density, surface brightness in K!band, and FUV!K color radial profiles. Di!erent line types
correspond to various parameter groups: dashed lines (!, bout) = (0.1Gyr, 0), dotted lines (!, bout) = (", 0), solid lines (!, bout) = (",
2). The observed data are described in details in Section 2.

ing mean stellar age from the inner disk to the outer region
since the short infall time-scale means a large fraction of
stars formed at early stage and hence old mean stellar age.
Indeed, the ground-based observations of bright stars in M33
suggest that the outer disk of M33 may have formed at late
epoch and the SF process may be on-going (Davidge 2003;
Block et al. 2004; Rowe et al. 2005).

Another method to test the inside-out formation sce-
nario is to measure the radial distribution of the mean age
of the stellar populations along the disk. Williams et al.
(2009) presented resolved stellar photometry of four fields
along the M33 disk and found that the age of the major-
ity of the stars decreases with increasing galactic distance,
which is consistent with our model prediction. On the other
hand, the investigation of stellar age distribution in far outer
disk of M33 (outside the break radius r > 8kpc) shows that
the mean age of stars in far outer disk is young (! 3Gyr)
but the age increases with radius (Barker et al. 2007; Barker

et al. 2011). The explanation of the origin of this reverse age
gradient in the far outer disk of M33 is still an open question
and needs further investigations.

The SF law is another important components of the
model that may largely influence the evolution of M33. In
this paper, we adopt the !H2

-based SF law instead of the
classic Kennicutt SF law (that is, "(r, t) = 0.25!1.4

gas(r, t)) in
previous studies. We compare the model predictions when
using these two kinds of SF laws in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The re-
sults of Kennicutt SF law are shown by dashed lines. Other
ingredients of the model, including the molecular-to-atomic
ratio Rmol, are the same as that of the viable model. It can
be seen that the solid lines are clearly distinguished from
the dashed lines, especially in the outer disk where the cold
gas surface density is low. Comparing to the model adopting
the !H2

-based SF law, the model adopting the Kennicutt SF
law predicts much flatter gradients of metallicity, mean stel-
lar age and color, while steeper gradients of !H2

, !HI and

Kang	  et	  al	  2012	  
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We	  mapped	  M31’s	  HII	  regions	  for	  
the	  first	  Lme	  with	  modern	  data	  
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This	  yielded	  astrometry	  sufficient	  for	  
GMOS-‐N	  mulL-‐slit	  observaLons	  



Croley,	  PB	  	  et	  al.,	  in	  prep	  
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Fig. 9.— Sample spectra of an Hii region.

4.3. Line Intensities

The emission line fluxes were interactively measured with the IRAF task splot by integrating the fitted
Gaussian profiles between the given wavelength limits over the defined local continuum. Error estimates for
the line fluxes are computed by Monte-Carlo simulations implemented by splot that rely on the gain of the
CCD and an rms noise value. Random Gaussian noise is repeatedly added to the spectrum and the absolute
deviation of the flux is recorded to render the final one sigma error estimate.

In total, we analyzed the spectra of 59 nebulae, 16 of which yielded a positive detection of one or
more auroral lines allowing for the direct determination of the nebular temperatures and abundances. The
remaining spectra at a given radius that had no positive detections of an auroral line were then combined to
increase the signal. The resulting combined spectra for the 3 and 11 kpc fields yielded a positive detection
while the two at 19 kpc did not. For these two new regions we assigned an average radius of 2.76 and
11.87 kpc, respectively. Of these 16 detections 1 was a SNR as is evident in the diagnostic diagram shown
in Figure 10. The relationships and classifications shown in Figure 10 are derived from Sabbadin et al.
(1977) and allow us to loosely identify the nature of a given region from its line ratios. While the distinction
between an Hii region and a PNe on this diagram is not well defined, we can still apply the same analysis for
both. So, while we do not claim to know definitively the morphological nature of these sources, we will treat
them identically. Richer & McCall (2007) showed that the brightest PNe, which would be the case for our
sample, have the same metallicity as the surrounding ISM and Hii regions due to the short lifetime of their

We	  detect	  auroral	  lines	  &	  can	  
measure	  Te	  directly	  	  



We	  can	  clearly	  disLnguish	  between	  
emission-‐line	  object	  classes	  	  



The	  Nebular	  Empirical	  Analysis	  Tool	  
(NEAT)	  provides	  derived	  quanLLes	  	  

and	  their	  PDFs	  	  

Stock	  et	  al.	  2011;	  	  Wesson	  et	  al.	  2012	  
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Puzzlingly,	  [N/O]	  doesn’t	  correlate	  
with	  [O/H]	  

Torres-‐Peimbert	  et	  al.	  89	  



Our	  abundances	  trace	  a	  wide	  radial	  
range,	  consistent	  with	  recent	  work	  – 29 –

Fig. 16.— Radial metallicity gradient as obtained from available direct method measurements from our
work (black circles and line) and Zurita & Bresolin (2012) (red circles and dashed line). The Zurita &
Bresolin (2012) line lists were run through NEAT to make a more homogeneous sample. Also shown are A,
B and F-type supergiant abundances from Trundle et al. (2002), Venn et al. (2000), Smartt et al. (2001) and
Przybilla et al. (2006) (green circles). The dashed blue line represents the best fit found by Sanders et al.
(2012) for their strong-line abundances.

The slope that we obtain, �0.0279±0.0014 dex kpc�1, is in good agreement with the direct mea-
surements from Zurita & Bresolin (2012), �0.028±0.014 dex kpc�1, as well as Sanders et al. (2012),
�0.0195±0.0055 dex kpc�1, which primarily used strong-line methods. Our slope represents a fairly shal-
low oxygen abundance gradient as compared to other spirals (Zaritsky et al. 1994). This suggests that M31
may have a well-mixed ISM. Our central metallicity of 8.65±0.02 is just slightly below the solar value
of 8.69 (Asplund et al. 2009). One might expect the central abundance to be much greater than the solar
value since M31 and the Milky Way are comparable and the solar neighbourhood is at a radius of roughly
8.3 kpc. Sanders et al. (2012) obtained a value of 8.98±0.08, in agreement with this notion. However,
our lower central abundance can be attributed to the bias of our sample towards lower metallicity regions,
while the strong-line diagnostics do not usually su�er this bias as they do not rely on measuring the auroral
lines. As discussed above, as metallicity increases, the auroral lines become ever harder to detect, especially
for abundances around solar metallicity. Therefore, our direct measurements sample the lower metallic-
ity/higher temperature regions at each radius and may not be representative of the overall mean Hii region
population. The systematically lower abundances are obvious in Figure 16 in comparison to the supergiant



Remaining	  quesLons:	  intrinsic	  
scacer,	  azimuthal	  variaLons,	  offsets	  

Testing for azimuthal abundance gradients in M101 3
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FIG. 1.— Location of the H II regions in our study on a narrow-band H� image of M101 (from the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope data archive). The white
cross marks the center of the galaxy. The symbols indicate the different data sources: blue triangles - new observations; green circles - Kennicutt et al. (2003);
magenta stars - Bresolin (2007); orange diamonds - Kennicutt & Garnett (1996); white squares - van Zee et al. (1998). H II regions with [O III]⇥4363 detections
are labeled by doubled line symbols. Note that four distant objects (H1262, H681, H682 and SDH323) are outside the field of view (the arrows indicate the
directions to these nebulae). The two curved dashed lines in the west mark the position of ‘arc A’.

pared our measured T [O II] values with those obtained from
the theoretical relation obtained by Garnett (1992):

T[O II] = 0.70 T[O III] + 3000 K (2)

and found that the two were consistent with each other, within
the uncertainties. However, since the T [O II] values ob-
tained from the auroral-to-nebular line ratios have signifi-
cantly larger errors (between 300 K and 900 K) than those
propagated from T [O III] through Eq. 2 (170 K to 400 K), a
result already noticed by Kennicutt et al. (2003), we decided
to adopt the T [O II] values calculated via Eq. 2. In the end,
this choice has a limited impact on the abundance determi-
nation, since the O/H ratios obtained by adopting one or the
other set of T [O II] values differ only by a few hundreds of a
dex (0.07 dex at most), except for H59, where the difference

is 0.13 dex.
The measured Te values of the O++-emitting region are

presented in Table 2. We assume, as indicated by the
[S II]⇥6717/⇥6731 line ratios, that all H II regions are in the
low density limit (ne < 102 cm�3).

We derived the oxygen abundances both from the mea-
surement of the electron temperature (‘direct’ method or Te
method), obtained as explained above, and strong-line diag-
nostics. Strong-line diagnostics were put forward to obtain
the abundances in H II regions when the temperature-sensitive
lines are not accessible (e.g. in metal-rich regions or high red-
shift galaxies), by using combinations of more easily mea-
sured strong emission lines as indicators of the abundance,
such as the popular [O II]⇥3727+ [O III]⇥⇥4959, 5007)/H�
line ratio, otherwise known as R23 (Pagel et al. 1979). As is

12 Li et al.
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FIG. 9.— Radial oxygen abundance gradient from the ONS method. The solid line is the linear least-squares fit including 74 H II regions. H27 is marked by
the filled triangle. The grey shadowed region is the same as in Fig. 4. Symbols as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 10.— Detailed view of the shadowed region in Fig. 9. The upper panel
shows the relation between oxygen abundance and galactocentric distance in
the range R/R0 = 0.54 to 0.59. The bottom panel is the relation of oxygen
abundance with position angle. The filled circle and triangle represent H128
and H27, respectively. Symbols as in Fig. 1.

classification only for objects lying at R/R0 > 0.90.
The rms scatter around the least-square fit for 74 H II re-

gions (the enlarged sample with the five knots in NGC 5471
removed) is 0.10 dex. For the 17 objects in the grey shadowed
region of Fig. 9 the scatter is 0.14 dex, and for all the remain-
ing objects it is 0.09 dex. However, if we focus on the 13 ob-
jects along arc A only we find that the scatter is comparable to
what we find for the remaining objects (�0.10 dex). In other
words, based on the ONS method, we find no evidence for
local inhomogeneities of the oxygen abundance along arc A.

4. A GLOBAL ASYMMETRY IN THE OXYGEN ABUNDANCE?

It is interesting to test not only for local chemical inhomo-
geneities, as done in the previous sections, but also for large-
scale azimuthal variations in the disk of M101. Is it true that
the metal abundance distribution in the disk is azimuthally ax-
isymmetric, as usually assumed in chemical evolution mod-
els? To start to answer this question in the case of M101,
further examination of the two dimensional distribution of the
oxygen abundance is required.

As a simple test, we divided the galaxy into two halves with
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FIG. 11.— Spatial distribution of the H II regions in our sample in the plane
of the sky. Our sample is geometrically divided into the ‘SE’ (with position
angle relative to the galaxy center between 37 and 217 deg) and ‘NW’ part
(complementary values of position angle). Symbols as in Fig. 1.
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Figure 9. Radial metallicity gradient from the direct Te–based method obtained from our work (filled blue squares). A direct abundance
measurement from Esteban et al. (2009) for H ii region K932 is indicated with a cyan circle. A-, B- and F–supergiant oxygen abundances
from di!erent authors are indicated with filled yellow (Trundle et al. 2002), green (Venn et al. 2000), red (Smartt et al. 2001) and pink
(Przybilla et al. 2006) stars. We also inlude the recent oxygen abundance determination for M31 PNe by Kwitter et al. (2012) with open
dots. The solid straight line shows the best linear fit to the H ii region direct oxygen abundance versus galactocentric radius (see Sect. 5),
while the dotted, dashed and dot–dashed straight lines show the best linear fits to the oxygen abundances obtained from the Pilyugin
(2001), Bresolin (2007) and Pettini & Pagel (2004) strong–line methods, respectively, applied to the whole sample of H ii regions available
in the literature (see Sect. 5.1).

solar central abundances (again 12+log(O/H) > 9.1) was
obtained.

The most recent spectroscopic observations of a sam-
ple of H ii regions in M31 were performed by Galarza et al.
(1999). Their sample comprises 46 H ii regions which the
authors classify according to their morphological type.
These authors inferred a metallicity gradient of !0.06 ±

0.03 dex kpc!1 from the dependence of the R23 parameter of
the regions classified as center–brightened ("20 H ii regions)
with the radial distance from the galaxy center. This gradi-
ent is steeper compared to our and previous determinations
of the oxygen abundance gradient of M31, but given its large
uncertainty this result is still compatible with the shallower
slope we find. Further spectroscopic observations of six H ii

regions in M31 were obtained by Bresolin et al. (1999), but
for a di!erent purpose, and no abundance estimations were
performed.

More recent published values of the M31 oxygen abun-
dance gradient from H ii regions come from the reanalysis
of the datasets described above (Dennefeld & Kunth 1981;
Blair et al. 1982; Galarza et al. 1999) using di!erent empiri-
cal calibrations (Pagel, Edmunds, & Smith 1980; McGaugh
1991; Zaritsky et al. 1994; Pilyugin 2001). Depending on the
empirical calibration applied, the slope ranges from !0.013
to !0.027 dex kpc!1, and the central abundance varies be-
tween 8.70 and 9.20 dex (Smartt et al. 2001; Trundle et al.
2002).

5.1 Strong-line methods

The previous section makes it clear that the usage of dif-
ferent calibrations of ratios of bright nebular emission lines
(strong-line methods), which are readily accessible observa-
tionally to determine the oxygen abundance gradient from
a given data set, yields systematic and non-negligible dif-
ferences on both the metallicity gradient and on the central
(R=0 kpc) oxygen abundance. This is well known from the
detailed analysis of di!erent galaxies from many authors
(e.g. Pérez-Montero & Dı́az 2005; Kewley & Ellison 2008;
Bresolin et al. 2009a,b; López-Sánchez & Esteban 2010). In
particular, strong-line methods calibrated via grids of pho-
toionization models generally provide higher metallicities
than those calibrated empirically via sets of H ii region oxy-
gen abundance determinations obtained from Te estimates
from detected auroral lines.

Given the still limited number of regions for which we
have a direct determination of the electron temperature in
M31, it is useful to apply di!erent bright–line metallicity
indicators to the whole set of M31 H ii regions observed
so far to enlarge the range in galactocentric distance and
the number of regions for a better statistical significance
of the gradient parameters. As a first step, we have ap-
plied strong–line methods to the whole set of 31 H ii re-
gions analyzed in this paper (those with and without de-
tections of auroral lines), limiting our choice to six widely
used methods: (a) The R23 method, as calibrated empiri-
cally by Pilyugin (2001, P01) and Pilyugin & Thuan (2005,

Zurita	  &	  Bresolin	  12	  



SITELLE:	  all	  M31,	  all	  the	  Lme	  
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..or	  perhaps…	  

Wavelength	  range:	  370-‐950	  nm	  would	  be	  nice	  
Spectral	  resoluLon:	  R~2000	  
Flux	  (faint	  lines	  in	  bright	  regions):	  10-‐16	  erg/cm2/s	  



With	  fantasLc	  SITELLE	  data	  comes	  
the	  need	  for	  becer	  tools	  



VisualizaLon	  &	  1D	  extracLon	  is	  a	  start	  

ds9	  (C)	  PINGSon	  (IDL)	  

IFSView	  (Python)	  



Other	  surveys	  have	  some	  great	  
tools	  already	  

Husemann	  et	  al.	  13	  
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Need	  to	  figure	  out	  how	  to	  harness	  
the	  power	  of	  many	  dimensions	  

Cid	  Fernandes	  et	  al.	  13	  

Cid Fernandes et al.: Applying STARLIGHT to CALIFA data cubes
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Fig. 4. (a) Synthesitc surface brightness at 5635 Å, (b) stellar
extinction map (AV ), (c) dereddened L⇥5635 image, (d) stellar
mass surface density.

to large � even when the overall spectrum is good. In short, not
everything which fails a blind quality control is actually bad.

The clipping options implemented in starlight help spotting
pixels which are too hard to fit and thus probably represent non-
stellar or spurious features. Our fits use the “NSIGMA” clipping
method and a conservative 4⇤ threshold, meaning that we only
clip pixels when |O⇥ � M⇥| > 4�⇥. Fig. 3c maps the number of
clipped points in CALIFA 277. One sees a peak in the central
pixels, where the S/N is so high that our 4⇤ clipping does not
forgive even small O⇥ � M⇥ deviations (most often associated
with problems with the base models rather than with the data).
Elsewhere, very few pixels were clipped. The point to highlight
here is that clipping only worked because we have a reliable �⇥.
Other clipping methods can be used when this is not the case, but
in all cases the user should always check carefully the output, as
it may easily happen that too many points are clipped.

Custom-made spectral masks also help. For instance, since
Mateus et al. (2006), the starlight analysis of SDSS spectra
employs individual masks constructed by searching for emission
lines in the O⇥ � M⇥ residual spectrum obtained from a first fit,
and taking into consideration the local noise level. O⇥ is then
refitted with this tailor-made m⇥, circumventing some of the is-
sues above. This refinement has not yet been implemented for
CALIFA.

Errors, flags and masks are, of course, secondary actors in
any spectral synthesis analysis, but these general remarks illus-
trate that it pays o⇥ to dedicate them some attention.

5.2. 2D maps: Stellar light, mass and extinction

One of the main products of spectral synthesis is to convert light
to mass. Fig. 4 illustrates the results for CALIFA 277. Its top-left
panel shows the surface density of the luminosity at ⇥N = 5635
Å, while the top-right panel show the derived extinction map.
The dust corrected image and the mass surface density are also
shown.

The e⇥ects of the Voronoi binning are present in all panels,
but are much more salient in the AV map. This is because the
light and mass images were “dezonified” by scaling the value at
each xy spaxel by its fractional contribution to the total flux in
a zone (z). For instance, for the mass surface density (M) this
operation reads

Mxy =
Mxy

Axy
=

Mz

Az
⇥ wxyz (7)

where Axy (Az) denotes the area in a spaxel (zone), and

wxyz =
Fxy�

xy|z Fxy
(8)

with Fxy as the mean flux in the 5635 ± 45 Å region, the same
used in the Voronoi zoning (Section 3). This operation was ap-
plied to luminosity and mass related quantities, producing some-
what smoother images than obtained with wxyz = 1. Intensive
properties (like AV , mean ages, ⇤⌅ and etc.), however, cannot be
dezonified.

The stellar extinction map shows low values of AV (of order
0.1–0.2 mag), with slight enhancements in the nuclear region
and the arms. Overall, however, there is relatively little variation
across the face of the galaxy (see also Fig. 10). The light and
mass images have a similar structure, both showing the bulge at
R <⌅ 0.5 HLR, and the disc beyond that. The spiral arms are less
prominent in terms of mass than in light because of the higher
L/M of stars in the arms.

The total stellar mass obtained from the sum of the zone
masses is M = 6.5 ⇥ 1010M⇤. This is the mass locked in stars
nowadays. Counting also the mass returned by stars to the in-
terstellar medium, M⇧ = 9.0 ⇥ 1010M⇤ were involved in star
formation.These values ignore the mass in the masked region
around the foreground star northeast of the nucleus. pycasso can
fill in such holes with values estimated from (circular or ellip-
tical) radial profiles. For CALIFA 277, this correction increases
the masses quote above by 4%.

5.3. 2D maps: Kinematics

Fig. 5 shows the v⌅ and ⇤⌅ fields estimated by starlight, as
well as a position-velocity diagram and a radially averaged ⇤⌅
profile. The v⌅ field indicates a projected rotation velocity of
⌅ 200 km/s. The V500 resolution prevents the determination of
⇤⌅ values below ⌅ 150 km/s, and the flat ⇤⌅(R) profile beyond
⌅ 0.7 HLR reflects this resolution limit (notice that we have not
corrected the values for the instrumental resolution in this plot).
Only in the inner regions the ⇤⌅ values are trustable, reaching
200 km/s in the nucleus (equivalent to 140 km/s after correcting
for instrumental broadening).

The kinematical information derived from our analysis will
be superseded by studies based on the higher spectral resolution
V1200 datacubes (Falcón-Barroso et al, in prep). Eventually, one
can envisage feeding the parameters derived from these more
precise analysis back into the starlight fits (using its fixed-
kinematics mode). In fact, this feedback may well turn out to
improve our stellar population analysis, given the potential de-
generacy between ⇤⌅ and Z (decreasing the former while in-
creasing the latter have the same global e⇥ect of making metal
lines deeper; Koleva et al 2009; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2011).
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Fig. 7. Mean age versus mean metallicity versus extinction, cod-
ing zones by their distance to the nucleus. Green diamonds:
R < 0.5 HLR. Red triangles: 0.5–1 HLR. Blue stars: 1–2 HLR.
Black dots: > 2 HLR.

seen in the SDSS color composite (Fig. 1a). Very little of the
light from R < 1 HLR comes from young stars. Intermediate
age populations do contribute more, but the central ⇥ 0.5 HLR
is completely dominated by old stars. Overall, however, despite
the added informational content, these maps do not visibly add
much to the ⇧log t⌃L image (Fig. 6).

5.6. 2D maps: Star formation rates and IFS-based variations
over Scalo’s b parameter

The base used in our fits comprises instantaneous bursts (ie.,
SSPs), so, despite the large number of ages considered, our SFHs
are not continuous and hence not derivable. There are, nonethe-
less, ways of defining star formation rates (SFR).

The simplest way to estimate a SFR is to cumulate all the
stellar mass formed since a lookback time of tS F and perform a
mass-over-time average:

SFRxy(tS F) =
1

tS F

�

t<tS F

M⇤txy, (11)
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Fig. 8. Maps of the percentage contribution of Young (t < 0.14
Gyr), Intermediate age (0.14–1.4 Gyr), and Old (> 1.4 Gyr) stars
to the observed light at 5635 Å.

whereM⇤txy is the mass (at xy and per unit area) of stars formed
at lookback time t.5 Eq. 11 gives the mean SFR surface density
since t = tS F . One can tune tS F to reach di�erent depths in the
past, but as tS F increases this estimator becomes increasingly
useless, converging to the mass density divided by t⌅ � 14 Gyr
(the largest age in the base).

It is often more useful to consider SFRs in relation to some
fiducial value, instead of absolute units. The classical example
is Scalo’s birthrate parameter, b, which measures the SFR in

5 The stellar mass in this equation di�ers from that in eq. 7, Fig.
4, and the definitions of ⇧log t⌃M and ⇧Z⌃M . The latter are corrected by
the mass returned to the medium by stars during their evolution (thus
reflecting the mass currently in stars), while in the computation of SFR’s
this correction should not be applied. We distinguish the two types of
stellar masses with the prime superscript (M versusM⇤).
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Fig. 14. Residual spectral cube in a 3D rendering.

Montero et al. 2010; Garcı́a-Benito & Pérez-Montero 2012), and
the addition of two spatial dimensions to this analysis holds great
promise. Kehrig et al. (2012), for instance, combine starlight
analysis and nebular emission to study the impact of post-AGB
populations on the ionization of the ISM in early type galaxies.

Fig. 14 shows a R�,xy residuals cube, with some of the main
emission lines marked. The plot shows that emission lines are
brighter towards the outside, in particular over the spiral arms,
as could be guessed from the distribution of actively star-forming
regions traced by our SFH analysis (e.g., Fig. 9). Despite its ac-
tive nucleus, the nuclear line fluxes are not particularly bright,
implying a low luminosity AGN.

6. Summary

This paper described a complete ”analysis pipeline” which pro-
cesses reduced IFS data through the starlight spectral synthe-
sis code. Data for the spiral galaxy NGC 2916 (CALIFA 277)
were used to illustrate the journey from (x, y, �) datacubes to
multi-dimensional maps of the synthesis products, focusing on
the technical and methodological aspects. The three main steps
in the analysis can be summarized as follows:

1. Pre-processing: This step comprises (a) construction of a
spatial mask; (b) adjustments in the flag and error spectra;
(c) rest-framing and resampling; (d) spatial binning. The last
three stages were coded in a generic python package (qbick)
which can run in a fully automated fashion. Spatial binning
was accomplished with an Voronoi tesselation scheme, tuned
to produce zones with S/N � 20 spectra. In practice, because
of the good quality of the data, no binning was necessary
within R <⇥ 1 HLR. The issue of correlated errors in spatial
binning was discussed and an empirical recipe to correct for
it was presented. The output of these pre-processing steps are
datacubes with fluxes, errors and flags ready for a detailed �-
by-� spectral analysis, as well as spatial masks, a zone map
and other ancillary products.

2. starlight fits and organization of the synthesis results:
Spectral fits for all spatial zones were performed using a base
of SSP spectra from a combination of MILES and Granada
models, spanning ages from 1 Myr to 14 Gyr and 4 metallic-
ities between 0.2 and 1.5 solar. The results were packed in a
coherent multi-layered FITS (or HDF5) file with the Python
Califa Starlight Synthesis Organizer, pycasso.

3. Post-processing tools: pycasso includes a reader module and
a series of analysis tools to perform operations like zone-to-

pixel image reconstruction, mapping the spectral and stel-
lar population properties derived by starlight into multi-
dimensional time, metallicity, and spatial coordinates, aver-
aging in spatial and temporal dimensions, manipulation of
the stellar population arrays, etc.

Some of the products of this whole analysis are standard in
IFS work, like the kinematical field and emission line maps. The
real novelty, of course, resides in the spatially resolved stellar
population products recovered from the fossil record of galaxy
evolution encoded in the datacubes. The 2D products range from
maps of the stellar extinction and surface densities of stellar
mass to more elaborate products like mean ages and metallici-
ties, time averaged star formation rates and b-parameters. These
quantities are all normally used in the analysis of integrated
spectra, but their application to IFS data raises some conceptual
issues, related to the unavoidable fact that not all stars in a given
spaxel were born there. On the other hand, one can use spatially
resolved data to construct diagnostics unaplicable to integrated
data, such as indices comparing the present and past SFR in dif-
ferent regions, or comparing the “present here” with the “present
elsewhere”. These IFS-based variations of the traditional b pa-
rameter were shown to be useful to highlight di�erent aspects of
the spatially resolved SFH.

1D profiles in temporal or radial coordinates were used as
a means to help interpreting the results. In our example galaxy,
these compressed views of the (t,Z, x, y) manifold reveal clear
age and metallicity negative gradients, as well as spatially de-
pendent mass growth speeds compatible with an inside-out for-
mation scenario. Finally, radius-age diagrams and “snapshot” se-
quences were introduced as further means of visualization.

Clearly, the application of spectral synthesis methods to IFS
datacubes o�ers new ways of studying galaxies and their evo-
lution. Future communications will use the tools laid out in this
paper to explore the astrophysical implications of the results for
galaxies in the CALIFA survey.
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